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Abstract

A Multiscale Finite Element Method (MSFEM) for wave propagation in locally periodic
media, e.g., Photonic Crystals (PhC), will be presented [1]. We consider wave propagation at
wavelengths of the size of the local periodicity. In this case homogenisation techniques are not
applicable. The MSFEM uses two-scale basis functions inside the PhC. As micro functions
we use Bloch modes, which are computed as FEM solutions for a fully periodic PhC [7]. The
macro functions are piecewise polynomials of degree pmac which are supported over many
periods of the crystal. We will numerically show that such a multiscale basis is very efficient as
only a constant number of these functions are needed to simulate arbitrary large, finite PhCs
with a constant L2-error. In contrast, for standard discretisation schemes like FD, PWM, h-
or p-FEM more and more basis functions are required when the number of scatterers increases
inside the computational domain. We will explain how to use this multiscale basis to construct
a conforming FEM which is coupled to a discretisation of the exterior domain. In particular, we
will show how to numerically integrate the highly oscillatory two-scale functions with constant
computational effort. We will verify the properties of the MSFEM by numerical experiments
for PhC bands (see Fig. 1), an infinite band of locally-periodic dielectric scatterers in 2D.
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Figure 1: An example Photonic Crystal band
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